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Keel Laid: 29 Mar, 1938
Length Overall: 244 Meter

Ship Builder: Mitsubishi Heavy Industries
Launched: 01 Nov, 1940

 

Japanese battleship Musashi - Wikipedia
en.wikipedia.org › destroyers › sortied

Overview Contents Design and description Construction Service Discovery

Musashi, named after the former Japanese province, was one of two
Yamato-class battleships[N 1] built for the Imperial Japanese Navy,
beginning in the late 1930s. The Yamato-class ships were the heaviest
and most powerfully armed battleships ever constructed, displacing
almost 72,000 long tons fully loaded and armed with nine 46-centimetre
â€¦

See more on en.wikipedia.org · Text under CC-BY-SA license

IJN Battleship MUSASHI to be salvaged (seriously ...
www.tapatalk.com › NavWeaps Discussion Boards
Japanese battleship Musashi leaving Brunei in 1944 for the Battle of Leyte Gulf
SIBUYAN, Romblon - Negotiations are under way for the salvaging of a sunken, big
Japanese warship in the Sibuyan Sea, it was reported.

Musashi (æ�¦è”µ) Expedition Live - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jwaaJeCjgjw
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jwaaJeCjgjw
Mar 13, 2015 · Musashi Expedition Live Paul G. Allen and
his research team provided a live-stream tour of the
wreckage of the Japanese battleship Musashi. Musashi…
Expedition Live Paul â€¦Author: Musashi (æ�¦è”µ) Expedition
Views: 296K

Images of ijn musashi salvage
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Video: Musashi: underwater tour of Japanese battleship ...
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/japan/11469115/...
Military records suggest that the Musashi was hit by 19 torpedoes and 17 bombs before
she sank, with just 1,376 of her 2,399 complement recovered. Footage taken on Friday
has revealed that the bow and stern sections of the Musashi were badly damaged and lay
some distance apart from each other at a depth of nearly 3,300 feet.

Musashi wreck. - FineScale Modeler - Essential â€¦
cs.finescale.com/fsm/modeling_subjects/f/7/t/165729.aspx
It is very difficult to distinguish the actual photos of the Musashi with either Tamiya's
Yamato build (labeled as the Musashi), or artists conception or pictures of other ships,
again labeled as the M.

Pacific Wrecks - Musashi æ�¦è”µ
https://www.pacificwrecks.com/ships/ijn/musashi.html
IJN Battleship Musashi: Tabular Record of Movement. Contribute Information Are you a
relative or associated with any person mentioned? Do you ...

Tour of the Musashi Wreckage | Paul Allen
https://www.paulallen.com/tour-of-the-musashi-wreckage
Paul Allen and his research team conducted a tour of the wreckage of the Japanese
battleship Musashi, one of the most renowned and technologically advanced battleships
in â€¦

Wreck of HIJMS Musashi (æ�¦è”µ) - Wikimapia
wikimapia.org/1896874/Wreck-of-HIJMS-Musashi-æ�¦è”µ
Wreck of HIJMS Musashi (æ�¦è”µ) HIJMS Musashi was the second member of the
Yamato Class of SuperBattleships built by the Imperial Japanese Navy, designed and
built under the utmost secrecy to be larger,...

US billionaire Paul Allen discovers wreck of Japan's ...
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/mar/04/us-billionaire-paul...
Paul Allen, the multibillionaire Microsoft co-founder, on Tuesday posted photographs of
the wreck of the Musashi, a second world war Japanese battleship that, with its sister-
ship the Yamato, was the largest and most heavily-armed warship ever launched.

IMPERIAL JAPANESE NAVY MYSTERIES - Combined
Fleet
www.combinedfleet.com/atully08.htm
The wreck of the celebrated Japanese destroyer AMAGIRI, which gained notoriety and
fame for ramming and sinking John F. Kennedy's PT 109 at 0024 (IJN time) August 2,
1943 was discovered by Captain Vidar Skoglie of MV EMPRESS in 2003.

Japanese battleship blew up under water, footage
suggests ...
phys.org › Other Sciences › Archaeology & Fossils
Shigeru Nakajima, 94, former crew and a survivor of the Japanese Imperial Navy's
battleship Musashi, speaks while he watches a live streaming of the sunken ship on a
computer in Kashiwa, near Tokyo, Friday, March 13, 2015.

News - IJN Musashi wreck discovered by Paul Allen | â€¦
forums.sufficientvelocity.com › â€¦ › News & Politics
Mar 08, 2015 · But think about it! How better to hide the Musashi than to place a sunken
replica nearby, thus making people give up on looking when they find it, thus preserving
Musashi's terrible, terrible secret?

WWII Shipwreck: Haunting Photos of the Battleship
Musashi ...
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Musashi ...
https://www.livescience.com/50035-battleship-musashi-remains...
The sunken remains of the Japanese battleship Musashi were found in the Sibuyan Sea,
off the coast of the Philippines, according to an announcement made this week by
Microsoft co-founder Paul Allen.
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